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Preface
The global shortage of potable water is a primary crisis of the 21st century.
The subject of water, and how we use it, manage it, and treat it is as varied and complex as the communities
who rely on it. The problems we see across the globe are ones that will continue to get worse if unchecked.
The status quo isn’t working, and something needs to change.
Growing populations are outgrowing safe water resources. Infrastructure is aging without proper funding for
upgrades. Governmental policies and regulations are woefully behind the need to change our usage patterns
and waste. We find ourselves at the point of not having enough of the safe water essential to our vitality and
are on the verge on crisis.
Demand for potable/domestic water increasingly competes with the demands of industry, energy, agriculture
and the broader ecosystem. Here in California, all of our communities are directly affected by these divergent
needs. Many smaller towns are even threatened with extinction due to the verity of the drought and the lack
of this essential resource.
95% of water used by the average American household is used once, then either discarded down our drains
or lost to landscape irrigation. If we can re-imagine the recoverable portion of this waste-stream as a resource
in a closed loop system mimicking the natural hydrological cycle, it could become one of our greatest water
assets.
HOK comes to this forum interested in learning how we can contribute to rethinking water usage in a meaningful way. We hope to change the conversation about water for California communities, using recycled water
as part of the solution.
Our focus is to generate actionable ideas for small communities seeking a more resilient water supply, which
can then be scaled up to larger populations. We aim to facilitate the discussion to build on ideas and grow
new connections through a multi-disciplinary workshop. This “hackathon” inspired approach will be centered
on recycled and reused water as a means to mitigate the boom/bust cycle of drought. We hope to reframe the
value and advantage of treating and reusing this valuable resource.
Assembling talented people from a variety of platforms and areas of expertise for this day-long workshop is
a first step. Using our combined expertise, we will explore water reuse through social, technical, economic
and policy lenses.
With oft-constrained budgets, limited clout at the state and federal government level, and stiff competition
for resources, California’s small communities are increasingly finding themselves under duress to provide
reliable sources for clean water. We believe there is opportunity in innovation, coordination and partnership
to build a vanguard of early adopters leading the way to a more sustainable future.
Access to reliable supplies of healthy clean water is essential. The technology to treat greywater and blackwater for safe potable and other uses is well established, but the standards and policies for usage are not
well defined in the United States. Most importantly, recycling is a charged emotional and political issue. The
re-use of water can help communities more effectively manage supply and demand, building long term water
security.
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We now have convincing data and countless places that would benefit from using recycled water to ensure
water security. Yet recycling water is still gaining traction as the solution for water management, especially for potable use. The public discourse on water currently focuses on conservation, identification of ‘new
sources’ and resource management. Issues of source quality and available quantity often dominate the
conversation. Recycling and re-use are often tossed to the wayside as a secondary approach, rather than a
viable primary means to address shortage and quality of water. Among the challenges faced when proposing
recycled water as a solution to water source mitigation:

Social Norms
Water has a long history of coming to users pumped straight from a natural source either to users directly, or
in more recent history, to treatment plants for use by the public. The image of the pristine mountain stream
or underground naturally filtered aquifer has a strong hold on the imagination. Conversely, the image of
reused water, particularly those “toilet-to-tap” campaigns, conjures up negative public perception (the “yuck”
factor and concern for safety). The connection must be made in people’s minds that post-treatment quality
can be as safe as or safer than our traditional water sources.

Branding
Blackwater and even greywater, carries a stigma that needs to be overcome. We need to figure out how to
make the image of blackwater and greywater more palatable. This shift requires a change in public perception to overcome the “yuck” factor with a more appealing image.

Education
We recognize people’s concerns for safety and the need to change the pre-conceptions and misconceptions
about the value and safety of recycled water. From the design, installation, and maintenance of these systems to the education of policymakers and regulators, the subject of recycled water needs to become part
of the public lexicon.

Incentives
Communities, individuals and possibly the utilities themselves need the incentive to incorporate recycled
water as a key component to water resiliency. Much like the way the energy industry has piloted programs for
solar and wind generated power, the push to incorporate water as a renewable resource can be effectively
led by policy. Programs designed to offset startup costs and increase the competitiveness of these systems
with the status quo could also lead the charge.

Infrastructure
Our water distribution systems are aging and need to be upgraded. Effort has been spent on “purple pipe”
systems, which are considered by some to be redundant and unnecessary. Existing treatment plants are not
geared toward treating used water to recirculate back to consumers. But opportunities do exist to change
the way we use this valuable resource by installing replacements and initiating upgrade programs.
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HOK NEXUS Mission
The mission of the Nexus Group at HOK San Francisco is to:
•

Be the catalyst at the intersection of all disciplines touching the built environment.

•

Create a culture of critical thinkers incorporating new partners and ideas into our business model.

•

Embrace a steady stream of disruptive thought to challenge our thinking, test our comfort zone, and
enliven our discussions.

Acknowledgments
Earlier this year, we started with the strategic goal to “work differently.” With this spirit, we embarked on an
ambitious mission - to revolutionize the way we build our world. Inspired by The Medici Effect by Frans Johansson, the Nexus group was created to bring together thought leaders from diverse disciplines to cross-pollinate
ideas and transform our practice. Our goal is to rethink major environmental problems and contribute positively to our community.
We would like to extend a special thank you to Paula Kehoe for her continued support, David Sedlak for taking
the leap of faith with HOK and kick-starting this effort with us, Jennifer Clary for her early support and dedication, and Josiah Cain for working closely with us in developing the thesis and content for the workshop.
We would like to thank the experts who have hosted forums, which helped build a base of understanding to
spring-board collaboration: Miriam Gordon, Jennifer Clary, Paula Kehoe, David Sedlack, Brian Jencek, Josiah
Cain, Gene A. Felice II, Jennifer Parker, Rowan Roderick-Jones, Lee Jaslow, and Mayor Jeff Gee.
This event wouldn’t have been possible without the leadership and clarity of vision of Russ Drinker and Steve
Morton. Thank you to our Nexus Moderators: Lynn Filar, Marc Arnold, Brian Jencek, Josiah Cain A special
thanks to our collaborative partners at Sherwood Design Engineers for their focus: Margot Kenny and Prentiss
Darden.
This event was facilitated by the organization and planning skills of Sandy Valentin and Jimmy Takagi and the
design skills of Jordan Bruce. Thank you to our marketing advisors Tisha Tasaki and Stephanie VanDyke for
keeping our jargon in check.
Finally, we would like to thank the Nexus Team: Tom Fortier, Mathew Roush, Justin Kelly, Brian Jencek, Marissa
Bruce, Gabrielle Saponara, Fumiko Docker, Matt Fulvio, Chris Gardini, Bart van Vliet, Jon Tai, Mara Baum, Ryan
McBrayer, Garam Hann, Ellen Fuson, Art Morrisey, and Russ Drinker. Their commitment to the mission of Nexus will hopefully spark positive change in our built environment.
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Agenda
AM 8:30

Kickoff

Introductions, overview of the materials. Framing the context of the problem

Welcome statement and event participant introductions will lead directly to a brief and informative overview of water
issues affecting small California towns and situating the exploration of two idealized California towns – one in a valley
and one on the coast. Team will work to create policies, programs, projects or products that solve a water demand
shortage through the reuse of water and changing the conversation around water reuse.

9:30

Scan

Team brainstorms ideas and develops conceptual models.
We’re going to look around widely at water in the setting of small California towns.
It’s a time to share knowledge, brainstorm and play with ideas, and ‘get out there.’
As the morning proceeds we start to generate new ideas about recycling water.

12:00
LUNCH
BREAK

PM 1:00

Focus

Team ideas rigorously evaluated, top ideas selected for continued development.
We will take our work from the morning and start to frame the problem as we now understand it,
putting together a bunch of different designs.
We’ll assemble the criteria by which our schemes can be evaluated.

Act

Transform the conceptual idea into a viable system.
We’re going to test our designs.
Would these really work? What are the barriers? What are the best ideas?

5:00

Evaluation
Team presentations, project evaluations and next steps.
Teams will present their solutions and set up the next steps in the conversation.

* All meals, water, coffee, and tea will be provided throughout the event
to properly fuel our collaboration.
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Evaluation Criteria
HOK Nexus Water Workshop is aimed at brainstorming creative new proposals (Programs, Policies, Projects or Products) for water use and reuse that will redefine our regional conversation regarding water
use and reuse in small California towns.
Currently that conversation revolves around water conservation and we would like to open it up with
respect to reuse of our most valuable resource.
Evaluation Criteria is based on the following goals:

Creativity

Power to
Change Minds

+

Innovation is mission critical
regarding the developing crisis
to our fresh water supply

Effective

+

Proposals that set a high bar
regarding changing how the
conversation around

Scalable

Schemes that set a high bar
for relative effort to impact
are preferred.

Implementable

Proposals that are scalable
to a variety of town sizes and
configurations are preferred

+

Proposals that have a clear
set of strategies for implementation required (including
changing cultural norms) are
preferred.

During this event there will be three opportunities for evaluation.

Scan

Act

Focus
evaluation

The first will be evaluation by the team
creating the proposals.
The evaluation’s purpose will be to
select the team’s top options for presentation to the larger assembly.

evaluation
The second will be after an elevator
pitch to the group to determine which
proposals from each team will move
forward into the focus and act sections.

evaluation
The third will be towards the end of
the day to help wrap up the event. The
purpose will be to select proposals that
capture the group’s imagination and
have potential legs to move forward.
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Outcomes
We fully expect to have four or more compelling elegant proposals at the end of this event.
As will all creative thought –it is nothing without the appropriate follow up that is central to the success
of any important endeavor.
Post the event HOK will lead a rigorous follow up program with the following steps:

Memorialized findings of both the event process and individual team product
will be shared widely.

New partnerships and collaboration channels will be coalesced and nurtured.

Team proposals will be deeply evaluated, and appropriate collateral materials
will be generated for the following possible next steps:
a.

White papers

b.

Presentations at TED or like conferences

c.

Funding and grant possibilities will be followed.

We look forward to the continuation of this important venture.

STAY TUNED!
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Springfields - Why Two California Towns?

The water crisis effects California Small towns in a myriad of different ways, no two of which are exactly the
same. There are however similarities and more importantly significant differences that need to be accounted
for in any solution plan.

Similarities:
Both towns are similar in size and land area.
Springfield by the Sea is relatively dense and expects population growth.
Springfield Valley has more open space and the population is steady.

Differences
Water
Supply

•
•

Springfield Valley gets the bulk of its supply from surface water and seasonal precipitation.
Springfield by the Sea receives most of its water from ground sources.

Geography

•
•

Springfield Valley sits by itself in a valley in the shadow of a coastal range.
Springfield by the Sea is a more suburban context in a coastal plain region.

Water
Outfall

•
•

Springfield Valley’s outfall is primarily river and surface water.
Springfield by the Sea outfall goes primarily to the sea.

Industry

•
•
•

Tourism is important to both Springfields, providing for both retail and hospitality business.
Springfield Valley has more agriculture and light industry.
Springfield by the Sea resident are largely professionals many of whom commute work elsewhere.
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Springfield, CA - Valley Town

Area

• Total: 2.803 sq mi (7.260 km2)
• Land: 2.798 sq mi (7.248 km2)
• Water: 0.005 sq mi (0.013 km2)

Population

• Total: 4,845 (2012)

Industry

• Commuting Professionals
• Tourism

Drinking
Water
Treatment
Plant

•
•
•
•
•

Wastewater
Treatment
Plant

Built in 1989
Located in the watershed near reservoir
Capacity to produce 2.2 mil. gallons/day
Main transmission line 4000’ long
Powered 100% by solar PV system,
which has the capacity to generate
530,000 kilowatts annually
•

•

•
•

Water
System

•
•

•

A city owned utility
Includes reservoirs, watersheds,
water treatment plant, distribution
system, and storage tanks
Water Resources Control Board oversees their activity

Water
Supply

•

Water sourced from local and centennial reservoirs and their watersheds

Water
Quality

•

Issue of contaminated groundwater
from now closed hydraulics plant

12

Emergency

•

•

•

Service area is within the city limits
with special agreements with 3 adjacent areas that send their untreated
domestic wastewater to city
Effluent is released to Outlet Creek
(permitted, must be a 10:1 ratio from
Oct 1 - May 15) during wet season
and used to irrigate local pastures
during dry months
Maintains a gravity sewer collection
system of over 20 linear miles
Public Works Department maintains
the city’s infrastructure
Jan 2014: Water emergency declared, most stringent water conservation imposed
Stage 5 emergency, limits use to 150
gallons per day per residence of up
to 4 occupants; requires commercial and industrial users to reduce by
35% from last year’s levels
Developing an emergency water
treatment facility; uses 2 existing
wells, pipes that water to a temp water treatment facility, and blends that
water with reservoir water; system
estimated to extend existing supplies
by 3 months with continued water
conservation measures

HOK Water Workshop

Information for the Springfields will be provided on the day of the event:

Land Use & Zoning

Topography

Soil Type

Watersheds

Geomorphic Data &
Landslides
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Springfield, CA - Coastal Town

Area

• Total: 4.598 sq mi (11.909 km2)
• Land: 4.598 sq mi (11.909 km2)
• Water: 0 sq mi (0 km2)

Population

• Total: 9,644 (2010)

Industry

• Agriculture
• Light Industry
• Tourism

Water
System

•
•

District serves 50,000 through 14,500
connections in 4 service areas
District spans seven miles of shoreline
and extends three miles inland to local
watershed in the mountains.

Water
Quality

•

Groundwater basin currently in state
of overdraft (more being extracted
than can be replenished by rainfall),
which has led to seawater intrusion.
If untreated, groundwater wells will
be contaminated.

Drinking
Water
Treatment
Plant

•

District operates 16 wells that extract 4200 acre feet, approx 1.4 billion gallons of water per year.
80 monitoring wells in 25 locations
monitor quality and groundwater levels, measuring chlorides, general minerals, total dissolved solids and static
water level to indicate threat of salt
water intrusion.

Wastewater
Treatment
Plant

•
•
•

•

•

Water
Supply
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•

Water sourced 100% from 2 groundwater aquifers : Aquifer A, supplying 3,600
acre feet, and Aquifer B, supplying
1,800 acre feet; all within the local basin, which is shared with other cities, the
Central Water District, small mutual water companies, and private well owners.

•
•

Regional facility
Outfall into ocean
Operating and disposing outfall to
the ocean since 1928, located near
Neary Lagoon
Currently designed to treat 17 MGD
with average daily flow of 10 MGD;
design for wet weather flow is 81
MGD
Incorporates a 50 kW photovoltaic
system
Integrates a 1.3 megawatt cogeneration system into facility power grid;
has been using biogas to produce
heat and electricity since 1989ish;
expected to generate about 9.5 million kwH electric power a year, enough
to power about 3,000 homes.
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Information for the Springfields will be provided on the day of the event:

Land Use & Zoning

Topography

Soil Type

Watersheds

Geomorphic Data &
Landslides
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Case Study - NEWater of Singapore
Background
Singapore is the world’s second densest nation in the world, with a population density of 18,051 people per
square mile (2012 census). Lacking enough domestic water supplies to support its population, Singapore
relied heavily on water imports via a pipeline from the Johor region of Malaysia during the 20th century. This
supply was augmented by dam and reservoir projects to expand local storage capacity, and modernization of
the infrastructure to Johor.

Between 1998 and 2002 Singapore unsuccessfully
tried to negotiate water agreements with Malaysia beyond 2061. Singapore decided to achieve self-sufficiency in water supply before 2061 rather than rely
on negotiating rates with Malaysia, and embarked on
the NEWater Singapore Water Reclamation Study,
exploring an integrated approach to water supply and
sanitation to provide a reliable domestic water supply.

Challenges
While the Singapore government studied alternate
water supplies as early as the 1970s, at that time
they found recycling and desalination technology too
costly and unreliable to implement at the time.

Impact
Singapore’s Public Utility Board (PUB) developed a
policy called the “Four Taps”: the first and second taps
are local water catchments and water imports, the
third is water reclamation, or NEWater, and the fourth
is desalination. The first NEWater treatment plant
was commissioned in 2000 and tested for two years
for water quality. Since then the country has become
a global water research and technology hub, actively
supported and funded by the government, with a
goal of 80% of water supply provided by NEWater or
desalination in 2060.
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Funding

Singapore Facts

Two of Singapore’s operational NEWater plants
are run by the PUB, and two more are owned and
operated by private companies. Singapore developed its reverse osmosis technology in a public
private-partnership (PPP), and pursues some of
its research and development in water technology
through PPPs. Singapore has become a global hub
for water research and development, with over 70
local and international water companies and 23 research and development centers working on 300
projects valued at $185 million.
Singapore’s water rates are priced as the full cost
of delivering water via NEWater reclamation or desalination, including cost of infrastructure maintenance and capital. Tariffs include use fees for water
and sewer and a conservation tax set at 30% with
an increase to 45% should a household consume
more than 40 cubic meters per month. An average
household is charged $1.88/cubic meter, including
taxes. Compare this to an average rate of $1.59/
cubic meter charged for single family domestic water use by the San Francisco PUC.

Population

5.5 million (2012)

Land Area

277 square miles

Median Income

$60,528 per household (2011)

GDP		

$55,182 (2013)

NEWater System Facts
Four operational “factories” Bedok, Kranji (2002), operated by Singapore’s
Public Utilities Board; Ulu Pandan, operated by Keppel Seghers (2007), Changi, operated by Sembcorp Industries (2009)
NEWater Capacity

115 million gallons per day

Design
Multiple Barrier waste reclamation
• Conventional wastewater treatment
• Microfiltration/ultrafiltration
• Reverse osmosis
• UV disinfection
Average Total Precipitation

92”/yr

Historic Water Sources		
Local rivers and estuaries, dammed with reservoirs, for rainwater catchment.
Imported water: Johor River Pipeline (Malaysia, 1927-2061)
Average Demand Profile
30% domestic, 70% industrial/commercial
Alternatives Tried or Considered

Desalination

Funding
Annual investment in water supply and sanitation $609million/year (2010);
Funded by retained earnings, bond debt financing

Social
In order to promote public acceptance of NEWater,
the Singapore government embarked on a public
information campaign emphasizing the economic
and national security benefits of water supply independence. A NEWater Visitor Centre was built
to provide outreach and promote understanding of
the water purification process. The Visitor Centre
has become a success, winning numerous awards,
as well as the UN Water award in 2014 for “Best
participatory, communication, awareness-raising
and education practices”. The Visitor Center has
welcomed 700,000 visitors in 10 years. In addition to interactive exhibits explaining the NEWater treatment process, PUB bottles and gives
away NEWater for consumption at public events.
In 2002, when the NEWater campaign was rolled
out, top government officials drank and endorsed
NEWater.

An independent survey by Forbes Research in 2002
confirmed that 82% of Singaporeans would drink NEWater directly, and 16% would drink it if mixed with
reservoir water.

Technical
The “Third Tap”, or NEWater, is highly treated reclaimed
water produced today at one of four water reclamation
plants. According to Singapore’s Public Utilities Board
(PUB), NEWater supplies 30% of the total water demand, with 6% for indirect potable use and recharge
of the nation’s reservoirs. The rest is used in non-potable applications by industry including electronics
manufacturing, and cooling towers. NEWater makes up
1% of Singapore’s potable water requirement of 380
million gallons per day, and consistently exceeds the
quality requirements set out by the USEPA and WHO.
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Case Study - Cloudcroft, NM
Background
Cloudcroft, New Mexico was founded in the 1890’s as an excursion destination by a railroad company. Tourism remains its economic base today. Remote and sitting on a slope at 9,000 feet, it is at the top of the
watershed and has no underground aquifer. The broader drought conditions of the US Southwest have hit
particularly hard here. During a severe drought in 2004, Cloudcroft was forced to truck 20,000 gallons per
day up the mountain, at considerable expense, during peak tourist season.
Tree ring data from the area shows that drier conditions are the norm. The old potable water system was
incapable of dealing with this anticipated long-term “drought”, and it prevented growth of the town. After
exhausting simpler, smaller scale alternatives, Cloudcroft became the first town in the United States to start
construction of a Membrane Bioreactor (MBR) + Reverse Osmosis (RO) Direct Potable Reuse (DPR) system.

Challenges
“The village really doesn’t have any other choice if it wants to continue to grow economically”. Cloudcroft was
founded on a site chosen for its beauty, not its resources. It relies on annual rain and snow to meet its water
demands, yet precipitation is decreasing as the town is planning for continued moderate growth. Reservoirs,
wells, and pipelines at the needed scale are simply impractical.
Cloudcroft is a small town with modest infrastructure needs. Having little experience with large engineering
projects, the Cloudcroft town council inadvertently found itself undertaking a cutting edge project that challenged social, policy, and funding norms.
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Policy

Cloudcroft Facts

There is no state nor federal policy around direct
potable reuse. This project required policy innovation in conjunction with technical innovation.

Population
674 (median age 49)
Land Area
1.50 sq. miles (465 people/sq. mile)
Median Income
$38,690 per Household, $23,965 per capita, 1
		
2.9% in poverty (2012)
Total Payroll
$8,588,000 (2012)
Average Total Precipitation
30”/yr
Historic Water Sources
Spring and surface water
Average Demand Profile
Primarily domestic and small business
Alternatives Tried or Considered
Desalination
Water Reuse Strategy
Dual water treatment - primary treatment with membrane bioreactor, then
RO for direct potable reuse of 100,000 gpd (up to 50% of potable demand)
System Capacity
100,000 gpd, expandable to 200,000
Alternatives Tried or Considered
More wells and storage, which ultimately proved insufficient. Numerous personal and small scale systems.
Energy Supply Profile
N/A
Funding - State
$636,000 from Innovative Fund
		
$500,000 from the Water Trust Board
$1.2 million attained over three years from annual legislative requests
Ongoing operations and maintenance are anticipated to be lower than current system.
Funding - Federal
$200,000 for on-site photovoltaic
Timeline		
Construction start: 2006
Substantial Completion: 2008

Funding
At least as impressive as the engineering of the
DPR system, Cloudcroft managed to pay for
nearly the entire project through State and Federal sources. The town council displayed a savvy
understanding of State and National grant programs, beginning with documenting a clear need,
a clear plan, and prior examples of successful use
of grant money. The municipality applied an initial
$600,000 from a state water conservation/innovation initiative towards the $3,000,000 waste
water reuse system. Further funding was obtained
from a New Mexico Water Trust Board grant and
annual state legislature grants over several years.
A photo-voltaic power system for the DPR system
was enabled with a $200,000 federal grant.

Expected Full Operation: 2015

Technical

Social

Cloudcroft’s 1952 wastewater treatment plant
was converted to a membrane bioreactor system.
Effluent from this stage is further purified through
reverse osmosis prior to combining it with natural
water sources. Before distribution through the potable water system, intermingled water is passed
through an ultrafiltration membrane and then disinfected with ultraviolet light (UV) and hydrogen
peroxide advanced oxidation (AOP), then activated carbon then chlorine. Reject water from each
treatment stage is utilized for non-potable needs.
For instance, the reject, or concentrate water from
the RO process is retained for fire control in the
area. All three of these membrane types, MBR,
RO, and UF, require pressure differentials to operate, typically provided with electricity-consuming
pumps. In Cloudcroft, the elevation difference between the MBR and RO is enough to eliminate the
need for pumps at that stage.

This treatment system was one of three parts of a
broader long term water supply strategy that is crucial to the town’s survival. The other, equally important
initiatives were fixing leaks and discouraging frivolous
consumption, and securing alternate sources (which
has yet be fully addressed). Identifying leaks relies
on reporting by engaged citizens. Convincing water
customers and regulators of the safety and reliability
of the system has required testing and procedures in
excess of what is required for a conventional system.

Impact
The 2004 experience spurred Cloudcroft to seek security in a solution that put them at the forefront of
wastewater reuse in the United States. Cloudcroft
was successfully because they solved technical, social, and funding challenges. They are a relevant model
for any town that is facing a shortage of potable water.
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Case Study - Big Spring, TX
Background
With a population of 28,125, Big Spring is the biggest town in Howard County, Texas. The spring is named
after a long dry aquifer that, though small in size, supplied a reputed daily discharge of over 100,000 gallons
in the 1880. It was completely depleted by the 1920s.
Water right holders, as everywhere in Texas, are still allowed to use and reuse 100% of their water prior to
discharge; however, once discharged it becomes property of the state. The collected wastewater represents
a significant, drought-proof source of water. Even with increased populations, the expected input will only
increase.

Challenges
Big Spring gets fewer than 20 inches of rain a year.
Due to dry air that is commonplace in west Texas, water evaporates from their reservoir at three times that
rate. There is a need to diversify sources other than
the existing reservoirs to augment the demand of 36
million gallons per day.
The community has been subjected to drought over
the past nine years. The main water supply, from two
reservoirs managed by the Colorado River Municipal
Water District (CRMWD), was well below capacity, with
one going below 1.4 % of capacity in recent years.

Alternate approaches including source locations were discarded due to:
•

Strict requirements of inter-basin transfer authorizations

•

Complications due to physical distance or difference in elevation required infrastructure investment
without long term security

•

Without further study, much uncertainty prevailed regarding the quantity of groundwater sources
available
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Policy

Big Spring Facts

The state of Texas has no established regulations
for blending reclaimed water with the raw water
source. CRMWD had therefore required the augmented water supply to meet primary drinking water standards. Treatment must be very reliable to
inspire public confidence.

Population
28,125
Land Area
19.2 square miles
Median Income
$40,797 (2012)
Total Payroll
$8,588,000 (2012)
Average Total Precipitation
19.45 inches per year (lowest of 0.60 in Dec, highest of 2.69 in Jun)
Historic Water Sources
Spring originally, currently E.B. Spence Reservoir and Lake J.B. Thomas
Average Demand Profile
258 gpcd (gallons per capita per day)
Housing Units
9,640

Funding
Treated waste water, noted as the most promising
source of supplemental supply, was investigated
in a feasibility study. The study found the projected costs for Big Springs favorable, with the total
for the plant at around $14 million. Funding was
secured primarily from the state water board. The
overall projected cost per gallon is similar to the
CRMWD present cost to provide water.

Water Reuse Strategy
Indirect reuse for potable demand; treatment through membrane filtration,
reverse osmosis, advanced oxidation.
System Capacity
2.1 MGD (million gallons per day)
Alternatives Tried or Considered
Tapping from other reservoirs and wells (outside basin)
Energy Supply Profile
5.34 kWh/1000 gal. for reclamation versus 5.04 kWh/1000 gal. for pumping/diversion.
Funding Colorado River Municipal Water District (CRMWD)
Timeline		
Construction: Summer 2011
Operation: Spring of 2013

Technical

Social

To ensure safe and reliable drinking water, a multiple-barrier approach needs to ensure removal of
bacteria, as well as inactivate viruses and protozoa, which are more resistant to disinfection treatment. Other treatments must address endocrine
disruptors, pharmaceuticals, fuels, additives, etc.
Due to lack of regulation for some of these potential threats, and lack of historic data on large-scale
potable reuse projects, their approach was conservative.

Big Spring’s outreach/education consisted of a public
meeting and the development of informational fliers
and website. The turn-out at some of these meetings
was quite low, and the positive to neutral response may
have to be interpreted that way.

The treatment facility passed the water through
various treatment steps. The steps are membrane
filtration, reverse osmosis, and UV oxidation. At
each of these steps, residuals are diverted.

Impact
The Big Spring plant was the first of its kind in Texas,
and contributes approximately 2 million gallons of water per day to the water supply. While this is a small
part of the total demand of the 500,000 people that
depend on the CRMWD for about 40 million gallons of
water per day, the plant helps diversify the water supply in an area where lakes and wells have been running
dry.
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Case Study - St. Petersburg, FL
Background
St. Petersburg, Florida resides on the south eastern tip of the Pinellas Peninsula, bound by the Gulf of Mexico
and Tampa Bay. The city receives an annual rainfall of approximately 51 inches per year. The rainy season
comes in the hot summer months. Prior to the 1970s, St Petersburg primarily pulled its water from inland
well fields to the north that tap into the Floridian Aquifer. St. Petersburg currently has a duel water system:
A potable water system (from the regional utility, Tampa Bay Water) consisting of a blend of surface, ground,
and desalinated water, and a non-potable, “purple pipe” reclaimed water distribution system for irrigation purposes. Excess reclaimed water is injected into a saline aquifer below the city. St. Petersburg runs the oldest
reclaimed water systems in the United States.
Today, the system treats the wastewater to advanced secondary standards and produces 37 MGD of waste
water effluent. 21 MGD is reused while the remainder is injected into the non-potable aquifer. More than 290
miles of distribution lines send reclaimed water to more than 10,000 residences, 6 golf courses, 95 parks,
64 schools, 335 commercial areas for irrigation, and 316 reclaimed water fire hydrants. Backflow prevention assemblies were installed to safeguard the potable water supply.

Challenges
In the 1970s, extensive groundwater pumping resulted in salt water intrusion into the potable aquifer. With
the growth in population, less water and a growing demand, St. Petersburg needed a way to augment their
water supply. The main purpose of the system was for
waste water disposal and irrigation. In 1977 the four
water reclamation facilities of the dual water system
came online. During periods of extensive rain and low
demand, the excess effluent is pumped into the saline
aquifer under the city with the hope that this would
create a freshwater bubble for later use. The city has
had issues with the quality of the water that is pulled
from the saline aquifer and above ground storage has
been implemented.
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Policy

St. Petersburg Facts

In the 1970s, new regulations in Florida on the removal of nutrients prior to discharge into the Gulf
of Mexico and Tampa Bay were enacted. The cost
of tertiary treatment, filtration, and chlorination,
along with federal grants, made reclamation and
reuse an economically viable choice.

Population
249,688
Population Density 3,967 people/sq mi
Income Per Capita $28,742 (Pinellas County)
Historical Supply
Floridian aquifers via Inland well fields
Average Demand Profile
Domestic, Commercial, Light Industry
System
Duel Water System consisting of potable (managed by Tampa Bay Water) and
reclaimed non-potable (managed by city of St. Petersburg)
Water Reuse Strategy
Volunteer Program for Irrigation, fire hydrants, public fountains
Year of Implementation
1977

Funding
As of 2006, residences not on the “purple pipe”
system can pay the cost to extend distribution
lines to serve them. This typically costs $500 to
$1200 per customer. For the average consumer
(with a property under an acre) the City charges a
fixed rate of $19.68 a month for reclaimed water.
For potable water, St. Petersburg uses tiered rates.
An average household can save up to 17% in their
water bill.

Social
The city has done an extensive outreach and education program to inform the public of the safety of the
“purple pipe” system and to promote better conservation. To educate the public, St. Petersburg has done the
following:
•

Held public forums that address water quality issues

•

Produced booklets and videos on conservation

•

Broadcast television messages weekly

•

Created a website with conservation information

•

Held annual public recognition awards and community events promoting reuse and conservation

•

Taught water conservation programs in their schools.
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Conversation with Russ

Why was the Nexus group formed?
This is truly an extraordinary time to be living and working in the Bay Area. We are at the center of a community of business, academic and government enterprises that are driving profound changes in the way we
live. This is a historically important movement enabled by advances in technology, communication, and the
creation of wealth.
This confluence of wealth and technology is complemented by a deeper appreciation of our global interdependence economically, environmentally, politically and educationally. The Bay Area is an interconnected brain
trust that is a wellspring for new ideas and ways of looking at the world. We understand that really creative
outcomes occur at the intersections between different disciplines, cultures, and generations. HOK strongly
supports bringing this very broad and diverse approach to design thinking. It’s not just what’s happening between the four walls at our firm. We want to draw in the global brain trust, and look for ways to achieve new
ground to build a better future together.

Why focus on water?
California is in the middle of a critical water shortage, of course, but managing this precious resource appropriately is really a major global issue. We have the technological ability to solve this problem, but not necessarily alignment on the best way to use those technologies or fund implementation. Policies and behaviors
need to change too, but there is a combination of inertia and resistance that is difficult to overcome.
Diamonds are formed under pressure. Being threatened with not having enough of the fresh water essential
to our survival creates pressure! We are hoping to help apply that pressure to enable the social, political and
behavioral transformations necessary for sustainable management of this precious resource. Ten years ago
the social awareness and will to alter our patterns and beliefs just weren’t there. Right now we’re seeing all
that shifting - the technological and financial capabilities are converging with an awakened public, ready to
tackle this crisis. At HOK, we believe that we can be a catalyst for change. We can bring together the experts
and the community to really focus on this challenge. We want to help chart the course to a sustainable water
future both locally and globally.
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How did you start down this road?
I read multiple articles in the national press about the water crisis in California – including stories about entire
communities threatened with extinction from the lack of potable water. The articles focused on drilling new
wells or piping water around, or the need for conservation, but completely ignored the potential of recycling
waste water and it really made me mad! Recycling is one of the most fundamental, and most overlooked,
methods we have to solve the global water crisis. To fail to understand such an important aspect of this
precious resource was just unacceptable. We want to help put a spotlight on recycling and change the story
being written.

Event Leader

Russ Drinker
HOK
Management Principal

H. Russell (Russ) Drinker is the Managing Director of the San Francisco office
and brings over 30 years of experience in architecture and planning. He provides
leadership on a broad range of large-scale, innovative, and technically challenging
projects with an emphasis on sustainable design. His portfolio is notable for its
globally recognized medical sciences, research and academic campuses, including the Campus for Research Excellence and Technological Enterprise (CREATE)
project for the National Research Foundation in Singapore; the Princess Noura
bint Abdulrahman University, a new 32 million square foot campus with a 300 bed
hospital for 40,000 full-time female students, in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; as well as
projects throughout the University of California system and Stanford University.
Russ has also led Master Planning projects for Chevron; United States Embassies
in Nigeria, Burkina Faso, Mauritania, and Damascus; and a new Medical Sciences
campus for King Saud University in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
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Head Moderator

Guest Moderator

Steve Morton

Josiah Cain

HOK
Regional Leader of
Planning

Mr. Morton has over 30 years of experience
involving comprehensive consulting assignment efforts for corporate, higher education,
institutional, research and development, and
private sector clients. These projects have focused upon value-added strategic and physical
planning solutions forming a basis for the identification of scenario options, capital projects,
asset utilization, and successful implementation strategies. His role frequently focuses on
leading participatory processes with complex
client groups and technical consulting teams.

Sherwood
Design Engineers
Director of Innovation

Josiah Cain serves as Sherwood Design Engineers’ Director of Innovation. A student of design, ecology, and technology, his deep sustainable design experience and multi-disciplinary
approach provide insight and opportunities for
optimization of site and structure.
Mr. Cain’s inherent drive for enhanced systems
performance and integration has led to first of
a kind permits in over a dozen jurisdictions; his
work has provided advancement in the areas of
rain harvesting, graywater, blackwater reuse,
living roofs and walls, native plants, sustainable
stormwater management, food systems, and
sustainable materials.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Climate Change and Thermal Energy Production

• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Power Systems Engineer / Energy Commission; utilize 39% of fresh water withdrawals nationwide and 25% of the power they generate is used
to power water infrastructure.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Change to non-water consumptive energy infrastructure.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
Self managing innate geometry of movement.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Earth is the only place in the known universe where it occurs in a state
capable of human use.
• Share your water story.
I grew up on land straddling an undammed California Wild & Scenic
River that supported anadromous Salmon, Steelhead, and Pacific Lamprey, otters, turtles, bald eagles, and a variety of other wildlife. It was in
decline due to logging, agriculture, roads, and upstream impacts. The
watershed has suffered tremendously as the result of dam diversions
on the larger tributaries and the fishery has collapsed. Anadromous species are no longer in the river and political fights continue.
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HOK Moderators
Marc Arnold
HOK
Director of Operations

Lynn Filar
Marc earned his Bachelor of Architecture
from Arizona State in 1984. While practicing
as an architect in Arizona until 1992, he was
convinced that his professional passion was
geared more toward leading a firm’s business
and operations. He earned his MBA with the
Advanced Management Institute of Architecture and Engineering (AMI) in San Francisco in
1999. Marc’s career now focuses on project
management and operations in the built environment. He is well known in the industry as a
leader in management best practices.
recipient of the prestigious 2013 Progressive
Architecture Award.
Marc is a member of the AIA, and involved with
the Association of AE Business Leaders (AEBL)
a local leadership organization which helps promote business best practice in the natural and
built environments.

HOK
Technical Principal

Lynn Filar is the Technical Principal in the HOK
San Francisco studio, focusing on the delivery
of our projects. She is an architect, with over
30 years of experience in institutional building
projects, primarily high-performance laboratory
building and justice projects.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Needless waste which can be addressed with broader implementation of
various sustainable water-use practices.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Consistent adequacy and quality due to reliance on seasonal rainfall and
aquifer.

• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
A large urban municipal water utility

• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
A hydrologist – I’ve never worked with one before, even on planning projects, and I think the expertise would be transformative.

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Avail ourselves of more extensive & effective re-use and recycling

Brian Jencek
HOK
Reg Design Ldr of
Planning & Landscape

Brian Jencek is the design leader of planning
and landscape architecture for the global design studio HOK. Prior to joining HOK, Brian
served as the Managing and Design Principal
of Hargreaves Associates. Brian’s experience
spans numerous award-winning projects nationally and abroad, including Stanford University’s leading-edge Science and Engineering
Campus, Oklahoma City’s iconic American Indian Cultural Center Park, and visionary city plans
along the waterfronts of Panama, Brazil, China,
and India. Educated as a Landscape Architect
and Architect, Brian is active professionally and
academically with the ASLA, ULI, and Clinton
Climate Initiative and teaches graduate level
design studios on the topics of climate change
and resiliency at UC Berkeley.

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Focusing locally on highest and best use in the water use cascade. Investment in infrastructure and systems to manage water at a district
scale that are costly, and consequently slow to upgrade to more efficient
strategies.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
The patterns and forms created by the movement of water shaping the
landscape at all scales, from the patterns in the sand in a creek bed after
a rainstorm, to the view of a river delta from a satellite.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Access to fresh water used to be the driver for development and growth
of cities.
• Share your water story.
I have been drawn to water my whole life. Coincidentally, my name,
Lynn, means “Dwells by the lake, or torrent”. My last two homes have
been located adjacent to creeks, and I have been both soothed by the
music of the water in the summer months, and awed by the roar in the
winter in spring.
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Participants
AJ Wacaser
Biomimicry Network
Permaculturlist

Chris Allen
AJ Wacaser is a biologist, sculptor and collaboration social software entrepreneur who studies and applies nature’s designs with bioswarm
intelligence and leadership rotation structure
to inspire teams to innovate and communicate
more efficiently and effectively. The focus is on
adaptive problem solving, interactive engagement, redundant resiliency, priority ranking and
relevant messaging based on living system networks to democratize decision making about
direction and status bringing teams, organizations and communities into cadence.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
The greatest threat to our water supply is big agriculture using water at
an unsustainable rate and diverting from natural systems.
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Ideally, I would like to partner with a species in nature that has already
solved many of the water issues we face today. If I were to partner with
a human being, I would probably say a built environment expert like an
architect because hopefully they will want to set a goal and high standard of restoring the relationship of the structure to its pre-development
condition in the water cycle as a net zero requirement.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
I would re-imagine water collection and storage on site using life’s principles, low energy processes and biologize the question by asking how
does nature store water and what would nature do and not do here.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
I believe that the most beautiful aspect of water is the recent discovery
in the journal of Nature that nearly half of the water on the planet is estimated to be older than our sun and solar system.
• Share your water story.
I grew up on a lake in central Illinois where I went fishing, swimming,
sailing and exploring. Early on when our house and lake were new, the
shoreline was filled with life. Over time, our sewer system dumped directly into my play space. Nitrogen/Phosphorus farm runoff, soil erosion
and non-point source pollution also diminished my space over time until
most of the fish and wildlife were gone, the water became silted and unhealthy chemically. It was a great learning experience about how many,
small, collective actions affect large, common, natural resource areas.
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Biomimicry Network
Co-Founder

Chris Allen is the Co-Founder of Biomimicry
3.8, the global leader in biomimicry innovation
training, consulting services, and education.
He is a certified Biomimicry Professional, with
an expertise in business strategy and development. Chris represents Biomimicry 3.8 through
his firm, Chris Allen + Associates. Trained in International Business at the McCombs School
of Business at the University of Texas (1985),
Chris has over 20 years experience providing
strategy and management consulting services
related to sustainable development for a variety of private sector clients as well as the US
Department of Energy, the National Center for
Appropriate Technology, the Northwest Area
Foundation, and the United Nations Man and
Biosphere Program.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
The greatest threat is inaction or ineffective action in the face of multiple dynamics: climate change, obsolete infrastructure, outdated policies and financing mechanisms, and unchecked inefficiencies.
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
A Public Private Partnership (P3) developer in order to bring business
rigor and private financing and ideas to a complicated, far-reaching systems challenge that transcends the capacity of public agency response.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
Water, the Hub of Life.
Water is its mater and matrix, mother and medium.
Water is the most extraordinary substance!
Practically all its properties are anomolous, which enabled life to use it
as building
material for its machinery.
Life is water dancing to the tune of solids.
- Albert Szent-Gyorgyi
• Share your water story.
Born on the Gulf Coast of Texas, my childhood and love for water was
forged in the Laguna Madre... a beautiful tidal estuary full of amazing
sea creatures. Since then I’ve known in my heart and mind that great
things can happen in and around water.
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David Sedlak
ReNUWIt / Water 4.0
Co-Director of
Berkeley Water Center

Dominique Gomez
David Sedlak’s is a professor at UC Berkeley
whose research focuses on fate of chemical
contaminants. His research has addressed
water reuse—the practice of using municipal
wastewater effluent to sustain aquatic ecosystems and augment drinking water supplies—as
well as the treatment and use of urban runoff to
contaminated groundwater as water supplies.
The long-term goal of Professor Sedlak’s research is to develop cost-effective, safe, and
sustainable systems to manage water resources. He also is the author of “Water 4.0”, a book
that examines the ways in which we can gain insight into current water issues by understanding the history of urban water systems.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Short term: a misunderstanding of the issue by members of the public
and their representatives. Long term: climate change
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
I would partner with a futurist to learn about how to project the impacts
of technology on our relationships with water and technology.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
I would overhaul the system of water rights that gives water away to
farmers without consideration of the needs of cities and the environment.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
Water creates and supports the wild places that make California
beautiful.

WaterSmart Software
Director of Market
Development

Dominique advocates for policies that prioritize
municipal water conservation as an important
solution to drought, water scarcity, and population growth. She also helps spread the word
about WaterSmart’s program and results in
new markets. Prior to WaterSmart, Dominique
focused on climate and environmental policy,
first as a Governor’s Fellow for Governor Bill
Richardson at the New Mexico Environment
Department, then later as a consultant at Cascadia Consulting Group in Seattle. She has also
spent time working on natural gas policy at the
White House Council on Environmental Quality
and on corporate sustainability at Hilton Worldwide. Dominique is originally from Colorado and
likes hiking 14ers and eating sandwiches.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Lack of centralized analysis and planning. I think local control has its
benefits, but the downsides in terms of having not great data for the
entire system is a major issue.
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
I think the teams of people who have been able to push the huge jumps
in policy supporting energy efficiency – decoupling, energy efficiency
portfolio standards, incentives for energy efficiency, pricing that takes
some account of costs, supply and demand, etc. We need these things
in water.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Not so much water infrastructure as water system: I would change the
overall system of water rights using prior allocation. I no longer think it
is working for us. We need to have a more progressive and fair system.

• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
In some European cities there was once a technology for separating solids from liquid as sewage left the home. It was a little like a coarse metal
strainer. The accumulated solids were collected and used as fertilizer
and the liquid was simply discharged to the nearest sewer or ditch.
A technology like this might allow us to capture the solids for local energy production and recycle the liquids more easily.
• Share your water story.
I am fascinated by the taste of water. Water is the one thing that has always and will always be consumed by all living things. The consumption
of water is and always has been integral to civilization. Through the process of evolution we have come to expect water to taste a certain way.
A specific balance of ions and dissolved gases makes for a satisfying
drink of water. Get the balance wrong and the water in unpalatable.
Contaminate the water with a few parts-per-trillion of a chemical produced by algae or bacteria and it tastes awful. We experience the millennia of civilization and the triumph of the evolution every time we take
a drink of water.
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Elizabeth Dougherty
Wholly H2O
Founder and CEO

30

Eric Byous
Elizabeth Dougherty is determined to make
innovative approaches to localizing water sustainability all the rage in California. Since gaining her PhD in 2003, Elizabeth has delved into
a wide range of work in permaculture, natural
building, fair trade, agroecology and energy efficiency. In 2008, seeing a need to centralize water conservation and reuse information, Elizabeth founded Wholly H2O, a water-progressive
nonprofit that engages policy makers, business
owners/developers and the public. Wholly H2O
delivers interactive educational programs, consulting, and networking services to gear Californians to using conservation, rainwater, graywater, stormwater and blackwater as primary
water sources, whether in drought or high flow.

EPA Region 9
Sustainable Infrastructure
Program USEPA Region 9

Eric’s work in EPA’s Pacific Southwest Region
Sustainable Infrastructure Program is focused
on helping water and wastewater utilities identify and implement cost effective energy efficiency, water efficiency, and renewable energy
projects. Since 2009, their Program has facilitated dozens of energy audits that have identified savings of over 80,000 megawatt hours
and $14 million in energy costs per year. Eric
is excited to continue helping water and wastewater utilities take advantage of the countless
energy savings opportunities that exist today
as technology and operational innovation continues to advance.
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Guy Carpenter
Carollo Engineers
Vice President

Ivy Nguyen
Guy Carpenter is a vice president and shareholder of Carollo Engineers and leads the firm’s
water resources and water recycling practice
groups, as well as the provision of water and
wastewater services to the Power market. He
oversees the research and development work
Carollo does related to water reuse, including 7
groundbreaking studies that have contributed
to the development of treatment technology,
risk mitigation, and protection of public health
recommendations for potable reuse. He has
served on the WateReuse Association board
of Directors for four years, and will become the
Association’s President next September. Guy
was one of 40 water leaders appointed to the
Arizona Governor’s Blue Ribbon Panel on Water Sustainability and is currently leading the
Treatment Technology Subcommittee of the
Steering Committee on Arizona Potable Reuse.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Mismanagement of it. We need to re-invent how we deploy water and
wastewater services to become more cost-effective and efficient with it
and the other resources it requires (chemicals, power, etc.).
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Architecture and hydrogeology firms. Our focus is on engineering and
planning. Increasingly, water is being managed in a decentralized way…
at the building, subdivision, and city block scale. Also, the future of water management will rely significantly on the storage of water in aquifers
(where they exist). Hydrogeologists understand the local aquifers and it
makes sense to team with them rather than build in-house capabilities.

Imagine H2O
Program Manager

Ivy comes to Imagine H2O with a background
of working to foster innovation in solutions for
the developing world. She founded a clean-water project called BuRST to design low-cost,
decentralized water filters for households in rural Vietnam. Prior to joining IH2O, she interned
for ReAllocate, a nonprofit technical consulting
group. Ivy holds a BS in chemical engineering
from Stanford University.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Over consumption and poorly thought out management of existing supply.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
We need to stop pouring treated wastewater down our drains, because
it’s such a cheap way to extend our water supply. Direct potable reuse
all the way.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
It’s infinitely recoverable! The water you’re drinking today is the same
water that was formed at the same time as Earth.

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
We currently take the largest supplies of fresh water and treat all of it to
drinking water standards, only for less than 1% of it to actually be consumed for drinking water purposes. We are treating to part per trillion
levels of a wide range of parameters of concern. It’s time to produce the
right water quality for particular uses, and to rethink how we use water
in the future.
What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
Clearly it is necessary for all plant an animal life, and is intrinsic to our
daily existence.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Another beautiful aspect that many people forget about it is its pollutant carrying capacity. It is a useful carrier of pollutants that nature has
relied upon for millennia. Yet another is that it is the great modulator and
controller, along with the sun, of our earth’s climate.
• Share your water story.
My water story started growing up in Arizona and fishing with my family
in the White Mountains on the streams that eventually became the Salt,
Verde, and Colorado Rivers. I came to appreciate the fact that these water supplies were also the drinking water supplies for me and my family,
and the farms near my house in Phoenix.
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Jennifer Clary
Cleanwater Action
Program
Central Valley Program
Director

Jennifer Parker
Jennifer has served as a water policy and legislative analyst for Clean Water Action since
2003. She directs the Central Valley Program
and serves on key state stakeholder committees, advising state agencies on actions to
improve groundwater quality and allocate state
funding for water infrastructure. Prior to joining
Clean Water Action, Jennifer worked in the private sector, including a stint as a San Francisco
tour guide, and advocated on environmental issues in San Francisco. She holds a bachelor’s
degree in Chemistry from U.C. Berkeley.

UCSC Art Department
Chair and Founding
Director of OpenLab

Jennifer Parker is Associate Professor and
Chair of the Art Department at the University
of California Santa Cruz. Where she serves as
founding Director of UCSC OpenLab Research
Center and is an affiliate faculty of the Digital
Arts & New Media program leading the Mechatronics Collaborative research cohort since
2009. She works on Art + Science research
projects that include sculpture, interactive art,
new media, sound art, and kinetic art. Her work
has been presented nationally and internationally. She is the recipient of several grants,
awards, and fellowships including Artworks
NEA, Art Matters, the New Forms Regional
Grant administered by the Inter-Arts Program
of the NEA, The New Jersey State Council of
the Arts and the Kate Neal Kinely Memorial Fellowship Award.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Climate change and investor-owned agriculture

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Dirty energy

• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
An economist – we really need to look at the larger (externalized) costs of
our water decisions, such as disproportionate impacts on rural communities and the environment.

• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Policymakers to improve global water governance

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Creating more setback levees and bypasses along Central Valley rivers
to slow down floodwaters and encourage groundwater recharge.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration. In
the 19th century, cities sources their water locally; in the 20th century, they diverted distant rivers to supply their growing population; in the
21st century, we need to return to the local water resource model.

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Repair it. The aging infrastructure leaks about 7 billions gallons of water a
day (enough to supply 70 million people a day)
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
It sustains life
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Harness the movement of water for clean energy – water wheel.
• Share your water story.
My family and I were exposed to contaminated drinking water at Camp
Lejeune - a Marine Corps Base in Lejeune, NC. In the early 1980s it was
discovered that two on-base water-supply systems were contaminated
with the volatile organic compounds trichloroethylene (TCE), a metal
degreaser, and perchloroethylene (PCE), a dry cleaning agent. Benzene,
vinyl chloride, and other compounds were also found to be contaminating the water-supply systems. The water systems were contaminated
from August 1953 through December 1987. There has been considerable public controversy over the potential health consequences for former residents who were exposed to the contaminated water. TCE and
PCE are known to have toxic effects in animals and in humans, so it is
important to understand the scale and extent of exposure that occurred
at the base to assess effects on the health of former residents. Only a
few studies have been performed specifically on former residents of the
base: Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers Study including neural tube
defects (NTD), consisting of anencephaly (absence of a major portion
of the brain) and spina bifida, cleft lip and cleft palate, and childhood
leukemia and non-Hodgkin lymphoma and a Mortality Study of Civilian
Employees
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Justin Malan
CA Conference Directors
of Environmental Health

Executive Director

Ken Kortkamp
Justin has managed a large coastal resources
grant program for the State, he served as a
senior environmental consultant to the Legislature for four years and from 1994 to present
has been an environmental consultant - serving
as Executive Director to several associations
including the California Conference of Directors of Environmental Health (CCDEH), the California Ocean Science Trust and the California
Aquaculture Association. In this capacity Justin has worked extensively with the California
Legislature, public interest groups and state
regulatory agencies and has served on numerous state-wide committees and task-forces
dealing with a wide array of resource management and environmental health issues.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Waste and then overuse. We need to acknowledge the finite nature of
water even if we use it judiciously.
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Expert on the nexus between energy and water

SFPUC
Management

With a background in Civil Engineering and
masters in Water Resources Engineering, Ken
applies over 18 years of system-based sustainable site design experience to help inform
and create City of San Francisco policy on
storm-water management. At the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, he oversees the
review of green storm-water infrastructure for
all private and public development, advances
integrated water system design, and helped
develop flexible storm-water design standards.

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Our water infrastructure systems have typically been perceived as two
systems: water supply and waste collection; connecting the thinking and
infrastructure for these systems would be a first step.

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Promote resilience through decentralization
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
It represents the essence of life - tenacious yet vulnerable, abundant yet
precious
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
It is a resource of the commons and must be shared by all
• Share your water story.
I have two: Africa: Almost 30 years ago three friends and I broke the rear axle of
our LandRover in the middle of the Namib desert. The sand was baking with the
temperature well over 100 degrees, no shade, at least a three hour repair and we
were hundreds of miles from any town. We thought that we had a few liters of water
left, but were shocked to learn that we had left the jug at our last campsite..... while
two of us fixed the vehicle, the others had to dig in an old elephant water hole to find
water. a few hours later and after digging four feet down we found mud that we
strained through or bush hats...water never tasted so good.
South Pacific: After 15 days at sea, sailing the infamously long stretch between
the Galapagos Islands and Marguesas Islands in French Polynesia, the trade winds
died. We had less than 10 gallons of diesel onboard and that was being saved for
emergencies. Two of our three water tanks were dry and the third was registering
below 1/4. I decided to fire up the small desalination unit that would make about 2
gallons of water per hour. Because the pump drained so much electricity from our
limited battery bank, desal water was always a last resort. The motor hummed, the
first few drops of water started to fill the reserve tank then the high pressure hose
burst. 5 of us on a small boat, 260 miles to go, less than 10 gallons of water, no
wind, not enough diesel to go more than 50 miles. Rations, saltwater showers, lots
of fluids from the canned fruit...the wind picked up and we made our landfall in two
days will almost 8 gallons of water still onboard!!!
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Kim Schneider
Ecoconsult
Associate

Margot Kenney
Kim Schneider, Associate, joined Ecoconsult
in December of 2012 and has been a tremendous addition to our team. As a recent college
graduate, she has proven herself to be uniquely
suited for our firm, having received a B.A in Environmental Studies and a minor Politics, with
an emphasis in Environmental Policy at the
University of California, Santa Cruz. Since joining the firm, Kim has provided assistance and
advice in all environmental issue areas but has
focused primarily on water law and policy for
Ecoconsult’s clients.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Ourselves. As a society we drastically undervalue water. The bodies of
water themselves, as well as the transport, treatment, use, and disposal
of water.
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
A specialist in the water-energy nexus. Honing in on this nexus and developing protocols will be essential to obtaining Cap and Trade funding.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
To focus on and invest in decentralized water systems to help increase
resiliency at the local and regional level.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
It is nature’s lifeline--and it’s ours too.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
We have a usufructuary right to water. We have the right to use it but
can never own it
• Share your water story.
I went to college in Santa Cruz and had the luxury of living two blocks
from the beach. I used to love to go to the beach in between or after
classes--especially during finals week--and just walk along the water
and feel the waves’ energy come into me. It always rejuvenated me no
matter how mentally or physically exhausted I was. I also happened to
take a particular interest in water law and policy in school so it felt it was
an appropriate way to connect physically with what I was studying in the
classroom. The Santa Cruz coastline kept me relatively sane throughout
my undergraduate career!
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Sherwood
Design Engineers
Marketing and BD

Margot Kenney, LEED Green Associate,
serves as the Marketing/Business Development Manager at Sherwood Design Engineers. She has a degree in Latin American
Studies from the University of San Francisco and specializes in business development, strategic planning, public relations,
and special event management. She is passionate about environmental stewardship,
water conservation, and human rights. She
is an active member of CREW SF, serves
in a leadership position in the Outreach &
Development Committee of SMPS, and is
a member of the USGBC Special Programs
working group for Greenbuild. She has an
awesome dog named Baxter, who is a frequent visitor in the Sherwood office.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Humans and the way we misuse water. “Take the average amount of water flowing
over Niagara Falls in a minute. Now triple it. That’s almost how much water power
plants in the United States take in for cooling each minute, on average.”

• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Though I work for Sherwood Design Engineers, I am not a civil engineer. I run the
marketing/business development department. I care deeply about water conservation, and I see storytelling of the facts and data that we have in a compelling and
personal way to be powerful. I would partner with an MEP to think through co-optimization of multiple systems and to zero in on the water/energy nexus. It is critical
that water/landscape/civil engineers work closely with MEPs to figure out how to cut
down on the mechanical usage of water. Similarly moving water around uses a ton of
energy, it needs to be balanced. I want to tell those stories.

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
I would opt for more emphasis on water reclamation and reuse.

• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
Water is life. Seeing communities thrive when they have access to safe, clean drinking water is beautiful. Seeing the stark fact that 780 Million people are endangered
from lack of access to safe water is horrifying, knowing it is preventable yet not prevented is shameful. Seeing privileged communities waste water and not treat it as a
precious resource is deeply troubling. Hmm, I guess I spoke more to the bad then the
good sorry! I think that seeing how well handled water leads to thriving communities
and people is very beautiful.

• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Civilization has always thrived near to water. When designing with water, there is
usually too much or too little. New Orleans experienced devastation with Hurricane
Katrina. Since Katrina New Orleans has been learning about “living with water and
not fighting it” from the Dutch. Most of the world lives with water scarcity, and it
takes innovative thinking to conserve this resource.
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Michael Flynn
NASA Ames Research
Center
Leader of Research and
Development Technology

Newsha Ajami
Mr. Flynn is the lead of Water Technology Development Laboratory at NASA Ames Research
Center. He has over 23 years experience in the
development of advanced life support system,
astrobiology, and fundamental space biology.
He has over 100 peer reviewed publications
in the field. He has received two R&D 100
Awards, a Wright Brothers Medal, and an Arch T.
Calwell Merit Award. He has received 6 NASA
Spotlight awards and four of his papers have
been selected by the Engineering Society For
the Advancing Mobility of Land, Sea, Air, and
Space International’s Transactions. He has received an AIAA best space architecture paper
award. He has been involved in the start up of
three companies in the water and power industry. Mr. Flynn has a BS in mechanical engineering from San Francisco State University.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Current models rely heavily on infrastructure that is not cost effective and can not be
supported in the long term. We need a new more efficient and sustainable solution.
To do that we need to create a market place for water.

• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
An architect because they define the future.

• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Accommodate decentralized water recycling. It is much more efficient, resilient, and
sustainable.

• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
It is a human right.

• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Personal accountability.

ReNEUWIt
Director of
Urban Water Policy

Newsha Ajami, Ph.D., joined Stanford University as the Director of Urban Water Policy with
the Water in the West and NSF-ReNEUWIt
initiatives. She serves as a member of the Bay
Area Regional Water Quality Control Board.
She is a hydrologist specializing in sustainable
water resource management, flood and water
supply forecasting, and advancing uncertainty
assessment techniques impacting hydrological
predictions. Her research throughout the years
has been interdisciplinary and impact driven, focusing on the improvement of the science-policy-stakeholder interface by incorporating
social and economic measures and relevant
and effective communication. She worked as a
Senior Research Associate at the Pacific Institute from 2011-2013. n between engineers,
economists, and operational agencies.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Source pollution. Water quality and water availability are directly related
and correlated. To reach water sustainability under climate change, we
have to rethink how we manage our water resources. More specifically
• How to increase the profile of water in the society and enhance public appreciation
for the water services that is being provided to them for cheap.
• How to treat water system as one cycle and overcome regulatory and management
fragmentation.
• How to protect our water sources from contamination,
• How to tailor quality to need
• How to ensure the water sectors access to reliable and stable funding.

• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Social or political scientists. Their expertise are essential tin order o unfold the role and impact of the social and political systems on managing
water supply.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Would try to create more harmony between natural and engineering solutions. For the past century we have modified nature to meet human needs
through very sophisticated engineering solutions with limited regard for
their environmental impacts. While these solutions enabled us to grow
and develop our great economy and enrich our social lives, they are more
and more proving to be problematic in many ways:
• They have modified the natural processes,
• The assumptions that were used in designing them do not hold any more due to
changing climate and subsequently altered water cycle, causing challenges in managing our water supplies in the most effective way.
• Most than 40% of the water infrastructure is 40 years or older. Their operation and
maintenance, and potential replacement is costly.

Decentralized systems, green infrastructure and low impact development
can partly move us toward the goal of bringing harmony between nature
and engineering.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
How it brings livelihood and enriches life.
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Patricia Gonzales
Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering
Stanford University

Graduate Student

Paula Kehoe
Patricia is a first year PhD student working with
Dr. Newsha Ajami and Prof. Dick Luthy at Stanford University. Her research focuses on new
approaches to integrated water management in
the San Francisco Bay Area in order to enhance
the reliability of water supplies. Currently, Patricia is evaluating the necessary decision support tools, economics, and governance frameworks required for diversifying traditional water
supply portfolios, as well as innovative methods
for structuring effective coordination of urban
water management at different scales. This is
an interdisciplinary project under the NSF Engineering Research Center for Reinventing the
Nation’s Urban Water Infrastructure, in partnership with Stanford’s Water in the West program.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
The greatest threat is the human mentality that water is just another
commodity, rather than recognizing its true value as a limited resource.
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
I would partner with social scientists who could help me bridge the gap
between the science and public perception when it comes to water supplies.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
The most beautiful aspect of water is that it doesn’t just go away, it goes
through a full cycle, replenishing itself in new forms.
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San Francisco
Public Utilities
Commission
Water Resource Mgmt

Paula Kehoe is Director of Water Resources
for the SF Public Utilities Commission. Paula
is responsible for diversifying San Francisco’s
water supply through conservation, groundwater, desalination, and recycled water projects.
Paula also prepares the city for increased water
conservation requirements and encouraging
the use of alternate water sources.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
“Use it once and throw it away” approach to water
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Centralized systems- need for more approaches than just centralized
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Public funding for research and development of new water technologies
including testing, adoption, and pilot projects.
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Prentiss Darden
Sherwood
Design Engineers
Engineer

Prentiss Darden serves as Sherwood Design
Engineer’s Innovation Generalist in resilient and
district scale infrastructure. As a designer, she
aspires to use technology in concert with ecology to amplify and mimic the innate capabilities
of natural systems to improve conditions within the built environment. She is interested in
pursuing the use of software and hardware, as
both modeling and fabrication technologies, to
create a range of systems, products, and experiences that model, monitor, and improve ecological and metabolic functioning of the built
environment and associated material and energy flows. She has a BA in International Relations from Lewis & Clark College and a Masters
in Landscape Architecture from LSU.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Lack of understanding in the availability of water and level of consumption. Which activities use how much water in all aspects of life, at home,
at work, for the products I buy, etc.
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Water utilities. They have an enormous potential in shaping the way we
behave in relation to water consumption
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
We would recycle our wastewater to direct potable reuse, because there
would be plenty of evidence shown to prove how clean the process can
be.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
The ability to cleanse and renew.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Water is a vector of both health and disease.
• Share your water story.
My work centers on water, because it is a basic element for life, and its
importance will never go out of style. The discrepancies between water
consumption around the world are gigantic, and I hope that through my
work I am able to work on solutions for all scales, and all types of people
so that water scarcity is a less prevalent reality in the world.

Rowan
Roderick-Jones
ARUP
Water Associate

Leader of Arup’s water practice in the US, Rowan plans and designs solutions for integrated
surface water, wastewater, water supply, and
ecological systems. His expertise in water
supply and demand assessment, hydrologic,
hydraulic and flood risk analysis, stormwater
volume and quality control, ecological engineering, energy/water nexus modelling, and climate resilience has developed through project
experiences in Asia, the Middle East and North
America, including numerous projects in China,
where Rowan spent 6 years based in Shanghai
and Hong Kong. He holds an MS in Civil and Environmental Engineering, a BS in Conservation
and Resource Studies and a BA in Physical Geography from UC Berkeley and is a Chartered
Scientist through the UKs Chartered Institute
of Water and Environmental Management.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
There are too many and the question needs to be considered in context
of each place. I live in Marin. Threats to my water supply are different
than threats to San Francisco’s. Poor planning is certainly a ubiquitous
threat
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Someone in agriculture – Most water is consumed in the agriculture industry yet this is the one area that most engineers/consultants know
the least about.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
I think one of the greatest losses to our infrastructure has been the destruction of wetlands and the loss of services they provide. I’d reverse
that if I had a wish.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
Life giving. No water, no life.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
This will need some explaining, but there was a three dimensional chart
I was thinking of developing with space, level of treatment, and cost as
the three axes. This would help to visualize which wastewater treatment
technologies should be selected or considered given various project
constraints. Not sure exactly how it would work but you could develop a
data man nipulation tool that enables one to visualize available options.
• Share your water story.
I’m a surfer. When I was young, I would sometimes get ear infections
from surfing after a storm in Malibu. There were all kinds of nasty things
coming down that creek from overflowing septic systems and urban runoff. I wanted to make a difference so I studied aquatic ecology, a lot of
chemistry and engineering and that’s how I ended up working with water.
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Scott Bryan
Imagine H2O
Director of Innovation

Scott manages Imagine H2O’s core programming and is responsible for building the organization’s strategic partnerships. Prior to joining
Imagine H2O, Scott was a financial consultant
specializing in sustainable investment strategies for institutional and private clients at
Royal Bank of Canada and Piper Jaffray. Scott
originally became involved in Imagine H2O’s
volunteer team in 2008 through the Full Circle
Fund’s Energy and Environment Circle. Scott
also serves on the advisory board of Vida Verde
Nature Education in Half Moon Bay. He has a
BA in Economics from the Colorado College.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Climate Change and Thermal Energy Production
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
Power Systems Engineer / Energy Commission; utilize 39% of fresh water withdrawals nationwide and 25% of the power they generate is used
to power water infrastructure.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
Change to non-water consumptive energy infrastructure.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
Self managing innate geometry of movement.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Earth is the only place in the known universe where it occurs in a state
capable of human use.
• Share your water story.
I grew up on land straddling an undammed California Wild & Scenic
River that supported anadromous Salmon, Steelhead, and Pacific Lamprey, otters, turtles, bald eagles, and a variety of other wildlife. It was in
decline due to logging, agriculture, roads, and upstream impacts. The
watershed has suffered tremendously as the result of dam diversions
on the larger tributaries and the fishery has collapsed. Anadromous species are no longer in the river and political fights continue.
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Sonia Diermayer
Sierra Club
Co-Chair,
Water Committee

Sonia is an advocate for the sustainable use
of water resources through public education,
policy reform and progressive regulation. She
obtained an architecture degree at UC Berkeley and worked for ten years in design and urban
planning, six of them in São Paulo, Brazil. There
she also developed environmental education
campaigns and began advocating for sustainable water management. Back in California,
an education credential led to fifteen years of
teaching in Bay Area schools. Since 2007 Sonia has intensely focused on California water
issues, working on campaigns at Food & Water
Watch, co-chairing the Sierra Club Bay Chapter
Water Committee, lobbying for graywater and
rainwater harvesting legislation, and investigating water pricing reform.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Ironically, the major infrastructure investments in the early 1900’s that
made potable water so easily and reliably accessible that we take it completely for granted, waste it, believe we are entitled to it (“we” being all
classes of human users--urban & ag).
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
A wetlands biologist, to learn more about the ecological functions and
organisms that inhabit wetlands, the Delta.
• What is the most beautiful aspect of water?
Hoar frost, snow crystals.
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Carrying it gallon by gallon from a creek, spring or lake to your home.
•
• Share your water story.
Amazing experience to ski across the Sierra Nevada from east to west in
spring of 2010...6 days traveling and camping on water crystals!
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Stephen Burges
Sierra Club
Co-Chair,
Water Committee

Tim Furstnau
Masters Degree in Water Resources Technology and Management, with 25 years’ post-graduate international water and environmental
engineering experience. Focusing on the integration of multidisciplinary teams and strong
client liaison, I have managed and delivered
world class major infrastructure projects. Currently the Engineering Manager for a 100-mile
segment of the California High Speed Rail Project. My core expertise and passion lies in the
development of water strategies, integrating
water supply and sanitation schemes, recycled
water systems, flood hazard assessment, sustainability and climate change adaptation.
My experience includes engagement at senior
levels in government, working with community-based organizations, and all aspects of the
project cycle, including proposal writing and
project definition, concept design and options
analysis, feasibility studies, detailed design and
specifications, tendering and adjudication, and
contract and program management.
I have lived and worked in the USA, Mauritius,
Botswana, Sierra Leone, Eritrea, the UK and
Canada, traveled extensively in Africa including
for projects in South Africa, Comoros and Tanzania.

FICTILIS
Graduate Student at
UCSC Digital Arts &
New Media Program

Andrea Steves
FICTILIS

Graduate Student at
UCSC Digital Arts &
New Media Program

FICTILIS is the collaborative practice of Andrea Steves and Timothy Furstnau. The word
“FICTILIS” is Latin for “capable of being shaped
or changed; earthen”. This definition refers
to the form of our practice and to the role we
hope it plays within the larger culture. We work
on a project basis, across many types of media, genres, and disciplines, with partners and
collaborators, according to the requirements
of the project, in the forms of installation, exhibition, performance, and social practice projects, and often incorporating research, writing,
sound, video, interior design, curating, pop-up
spaces and services, and event organizing.
Our mission is to create and share work that is
aesthetically, conceptually, technologically, and
socially engaging.
We are inspired by creative approaches to all
areas of human activity, especially those not
typically positioned as “art”. We use creative
curatorial practices to bring together works
of widely varying origin, by people from all levels of experience and achievement, to create
cultural experiences that are accessible to all.
We seek to promote art as a sustainable and
socially responsible practice, and explore the
roles artwork can play in programs for positive
social change.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Privatization and/or industrial processes (mining/drilling).
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
We would change the fact that present day systems utilize massive
amounts of potable water to move human waste through plumbing. We
use, on average, 4757 gallons of drinking water per person per year to
just in our “modern” toilets to flush human waste. More water is required
to keep our septic systems running and transport our waste all the way
to water treatment plants fast enough. The World Health Organization
recommends 5 gallons per water per person for everything - washing,
cooking, drinking, etc, and we currently use about 80-100 gallons per
person per day (regular toilets use about 10, low flow 5 gallons - just for
flushing!)
• Describe one old or forgotten idea about water for reconsideration.
Locating human settlement near water sources: If you look at early human history, humans are located near water sources.
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Tracy Quinn
Natural Resources
Defense Council
Policy Analyst, Water
Efficiency Team

William Eisenstein
Tracy Quinn, P.E., joined Natural Resources
Defense Council in the Santa Monica office in
March 2011 as a Policy Analyst for the Water Efficiency Team. She has over ten years of
experience as an environmental scientist and
engineer and her practice areas have included
water resources planning and design, pollutant
fate and transport, and industrial regulatory
compliance. She served as a project manager
for several water resources planning reports,
the design of a groundwater desalination facility, and various industrial NPDES compliance
studies. At NRDC, Tracy focuses primarily on
California water efficiency issues relating to
the implementation of water conservation regulations, such as SBx7-7, and the development
of new product standards.

• What do you think is the greatest threat to our water supply?
Apathy. In order to use this precious resource efficiently individuals not
only need to be aware of the limitations of our water supply, they need
to care about it, take action, and be accountable. Water quality and
drought are often shown as top concerns among Californians, but there
is a disconnect between the idea of water scarcity and how we use water
in our daily lives. That disconnect needs to be addressed if California is
to achieve sustainability.
• If you could partner with a specialist outside your discipline to explore
water who would that be and why?
I would partner with a behavioral scientist to explore improved methods
for motivating individuals to be more thoughtful about their impacts on
the environment.
• If you could change one thing about our current water infrastructure,
what would that be and why?
I would like to see our water infrastructure be more decentralized and
more closely mimic the natural water cycle.
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CREC, Berkeley
Executive Director of
CREC

Dr. William Eisenstein received his Ph.D in Environmental Planning and his Master’s in City
Planning from UC-Berkeley. His dissertation
research focused on stormwater-sensitive
residential landscape and environmental values. His graduate career also included extensive work and writing on urban sustainability,
ecological design, ecological economics, and
resource conservation planning. Dr. Eisenstein
has also served as a consultant to the State of
California’s Delta Vision process and Central
Valley Flood Protection Plan, and as Director
of the Delta Initiative at UC-Berkeley. He has
also produced influential writings and consultations to the state on land use issues in the
Delta region. He has also worked with Urban
Ecology, Greenbelt Alliance, the Tri-Valley Business Council and others on urban sustainability
issues in the greater San Francisco Bay Area.

